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who knows is an example of a rhetorical question because it is really a statement that does not actually ask for an answer the consensus is
that it s sometimes ok to skip question marks for rhetorical question the expression who knows is commonly used to convey uncertainty or a
lack of definitive knowledge about something it s a rhetorical question that suggests that the answer is unknown or unknowable often
highlighting the unpredictable nature of life or the limits of one s understanding who knows is a question not a statement so why no
question mark there are two ways to look at this both acceptable in professional publishing one way as stated above is summed up thusly a
question is a question is a question and it takes a question mark the other way to look at it is lopez wasn t really asking who knows
definition a rhetorical question asked to show that the person asking it neither knows the answer nor knows who might it could be one or
the other or both he who knows not and knows he knows not is simple teach him he who knows and knows not he knows is asleep awaken him he
who knows and knows he knows is wise follow him this saying has been attributed to martial artist and actor bruce lee but i have not seen a
solid citation who knows a rhetorical question asked to show that the person asking it neither knows the answer nor knows who might it
could be one or the other or both who knows do you think i ll get married before i turn 30 who knows you might never marry who knows how
many is used as a substitute for some number it is an example of a placeholder noun or word or in this case noun phrase i have read 7 books
i have read who knows how many books who knows phrase what does who knows expression mean definitions by the largest idiom dictionary high
quality example sentences with who knows in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write
better in english who is to know is a way of asking rhetorically who will find out it suggests that nobody will discover who is responsible
if some undesirable or unlawful act is carried out let us take the money from the purse who is to know cash the lottery ticket we found who
is to know here are 65 funny deep and embarrassing who knows me better questions to quiz your family and friends who knows english phrase
who knows a rhetorical question asked to show that the person asking it neither knows the answer nor knows who might it could be one or the
other or both who knows do you think i ll get married before i turn 30 who knows you might never marry fwiw there are two rules at work
here 1 for regular verbs only the third person singular takes the s form e g he knows 2 the verb number must agree with the subject number
since the subject here ones is plural we use third person plural they know the correct phrase is who knows who knows is the correct form to
use when asking a question or expressing uncertainty about something who know is incorrect because knows should agree with the singular
subject who the meaning of know is to perceive directly have direct cognition of how to use know in a sentence tldr both are grammatical
for today s standard english you should use the one that is appropriate for the context that it is being used in grammar wise both versions
are in the form of an open interrogative clause and use the interrogative word who an expert is someone who knows a ton about the subject
at hand the adjective form of expert describes someone or something that has that special knowledge if you get expert instruction that
means an expert is your teacher learn how to use who knows in a sentence with 160 example sentences on yourdictionary look up who knows in
wiktionary the free dictionary who knows may refer to who knows video a dvd by andrew w k who knows film va savoir a 2001 french romantic
comedy drama who knows game show a 1959 canadian television panel game quiz show he who knows and knows not that he knows is asleep wake
him but he who knows and knows that he knows is a wise man follow him he who knows not and knows not that he knows not is a fool shun him
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meaning does who knows need a question mark english May 21 2024
who knows is an example of a rhetorical question because it is really a statement that does not actually ask for an answer the consensus is
that it s sometimes ok to skip question marks for rhetorical question

who knows definition meaning and origin Apr 20 2024
the expression who knows is commonly used to convey uncertainty or a lack of definitive knowledge about something it s a rhetorical
question that suggests that the answer is unknown or unknowable often highlighting the unpredictable nature of life or the limits of one s
understanding

should you put a question mark after who knows who knows Mar 19 2024
who knows is a question not a statement so why no question mark there are two ways to look at this both acceptable in professional
publishing one way as stated above is summed up thusly a question is a question is a question and it takes a question mark the other way to
look at it is lopez wasn t really asking

who knows definition meaning yourdictionary Feb 18 2024
who knows definition a rhetorical question asked to show that the person asking it neither knows the answer nor knows who might it could be
one or the other or both

he who knows and knows not he knows is asleep awaken him Jan 17 2024
he who knows not and knows he knows not is simple teach him he who knows and knows not he knows is asleep awaken him he who knows and knows
he knows is wise follow him this saying has been attributed to martial artist and actor bruce lee but i have not seen a solid citation

who knows wiktionary the free dictionary Dec 16 2023
who knows a rhetorical question asked to show that the person asking it neither knows the answer nor knows who might it could be one or the
other or both who knows do you think i ll get married before i turn 30 who knows you might never marry
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grammaticality the usage of who knows english language Nov 15 2023
who knows how many is used as a substitute for some number it is an example of a placeholder noun or word or in this case noun phrase i
have read 7 books i have read who knows how many books

who knows idioms by the free dictionary Oct 14 2023
who knows phrase what does who knows expression mean definitions by the largest idiom dictionary

who knows english examples in context ludwig Sep 13 2023
high quality example sentences with who knows in context from reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to
write better in english

is there any difference in meaning and usage between the Aug 12 2023
who is to know is a way of asking rhetorically who will find out it suggests that nobody will discover who is responsible if some
undesirable or unlawful act is carried out let us take the money from the purse who is to know cash the lottery ticket we found who is to
know

65 who knows me better questions to play with loved ones Jul 11 2023
here are 65 funny deep and embarrassing who knows me better questions to quiz your family and friends

who knows meaning translation wordsense Jun 10 2023
who knows english phrase who knows a rhetorical question asked to show that the person asking it neither knows the answer nor knows who
might it could be one or the other or both who knows do you think i ll get married before i turn 30 who knows you might never marry

grammar when to use know and knows english language May 09 2023
fwiw there are two rules at work here 1 for regular verbs only the third person singular takes the s form e g he knows 2 the verb number
must agree with the subject number since the subject here ones is plural we use third person plural they know
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who know or who knows textranch Apr 08 2023
the correct phrase is who knows who knows is the correct form to use when asking a question or expressing uncertainty about something who
know is incorrect because knows should agree with the singular subject who

know definition meaning merriam webster Mar 07 2023
the meaning of know is to perceive directly have direct cognition of how to use know in a sentence

punctuating who knows r grammar reddit Feb 06 2023
tldr both are grammatical for today s standard english you should use the one that is appropriate for the context that it is being used in
grammar wise both versions are in the form of an open interrogative clause and use the interrogative word who

expert definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 05 2023
an expert is someone who knows a ton about the subject at hand the adjective form of expert describes someone or something that has that
special knowledge if you get expert instruction that means an expert is your teacher

examples of who knows in a sentence yourdictionary com Dec 04 2022
learn how to use who knows in a sentence with 160 example sentences on yourdictionary

who knows wikipedia Nov 03 2022
look up who knows in wiktionary the free dictionary who knows may refer to who knows video a dvd by andrew w k who knows film va savoir a
2001 french romantic comedy drama who knows game show a 1959 canadian television panel game quiz show

traditional zen saying he who knows not and knows not that Oct 02 2022
he who knows and knows not that he knows is asleep wake him but he who knows and knows that he knows is a wise man follow him he who knows
not and knows not that he knows not is a fool shun him
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